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Our Story

About T100 

 

Over 3 years (2020-2022), Kinetika is

delivering ‘T100’ - a Thames Estuary focussed

annual walking and talking festival starting

and ending in Thurrock - and exploring how it

could potentially become an independent,

community managed and run legacy

organisation.

 

This is an evolution of the Thurrock 100

Festival started by Kinetika in 2015, which

over the last 7 years has become increasingly

locally led (via walk leaders, community

advocates, local people on management

committee, local artists and schools) and

reflective of grassroots identity. It has brought

people together, connected them to local

places and spaces, and linked organisations

together.

 

The concept of T100 is very simple. Based on a

theme selected for the year, a programme of

walks is devised by a range of local groups and

organisations which incorporate community-

led activities that respond to the theme.

 

The walks take place in towns and villages

across an area typically over 3 weeks in July

with a longer, contiguous route symbolically

connecting them all up. The routes remain

accessible online and via a publication that

celebrates the theme for the year. The

activities are undertaken between March and

July in libraries, schools and community

spaces and can include writing, drawing,

 

 

cooking, painting, researching, dancing

and  acting, depending on the theme. The

result adds colour to the walks and  can

include heritage talks, shared community

meals, outdoor theatre, silk flags reflecting

local stories, singing,  mandalas and even an

animated 12-foot-tall docker puppet designed

by local school children! It is all about walking,

talking and making together as a collective,

shared experience.

 

The magic of the concept is its simplicity as a

framework. It enables groups to come up with

their own ideas, develop them as separate

projects if preferred, then showcase and share

them to the wider community as part of a

bigger whole. The replicability and flexibility

of the place-making model is demonstrated by

its adoption by Thurrock people since 2015,

its expansion to neighbouring areas from

2017, and even abroad. In 2017, Kinetika

delivered an international variant of this

concept in Kolkata, India.

 

By exploring how  the concept could be

transitioned to  a Thurrock-based community

organisation, Kinetika seeks to ensure an

enduring legacy. With massive regeneration

taking place amidst a rapidly diversifying

population, a locally owned initiative that

brings people together, builds bridges, skills

and confidence whilst celebrating place has a

powerful role to play.

"Thurrock CVS was pleased to welcome Kinetika to Thurrock in 2014 as they brought opportunities,

skills and knowledge to the borough.   The possibilities of us working in partnership to bring

communities together through art and activity was very exciting.  Those that became involved in the

project were extremely proud to showcase their artwork across the borough.   We also saw the

benefits of participants become fitter, losing weight, reducing medication and making connections. 

Thurrock 100 has left a long-lasting legacy in Thurrock"

 

                                                                                                                              Kristina Jackson, CEO Thurrock CVS
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T100 Dreaming 

 

Following a difficult 2020 where we asked our

communities to start imagining a different

future - T100 Calling - as we navigated the

pandemic, as we navigated the pandemic,

2021 saw us inviting communities and artists

to come together, share their dreams,

celebrate community spirit and imagine a

more creative and sustainable future.

 

Year 2 of the project saw further in-depth

working at the 7 creative hubs identified in

Year 1 - Purfleet-on-Thames, Stanford-le-

Hope, Ockendon, Langdon Hills, Tilbury, East

Tilbury and Grays.

 

We delivered 4 walks and an online screening 

of our 2020 T100 films  in June as part of the

Estuary Festival Associated Programme.   We

then delivered 8 walks in July, connecting with

Kinetika's ambitious Beach of Dreams Walk

(see right) and ending with the premiere

performance of 'Tilbury is the Place for Me'

(see right) at Tilbury Fort.

 

Along with inspiration sessions for artists and

creative workshops for community groups,

the festival was also delighted to be able to

provide mentoring support for 5 walk leaders

from diverse communities, including 2 new

ones - Winnie Nyamu, Melvin Ndebele,

Roberta Fontaine, Hi  Ching and Jayshree

Patel - in partnership with Active Essex, Essex

Cultural Diversity Project and Living London.

This aimed to shine a light upon people with

different backgrounds from varied places and

cultures, who make their homes in Thurrock.

 

This year the innovative approach of pairing

local artists with walk leaders led to the walks

becoming more interactive, with talks and

artist-led activities on route and not just at the

end. Some people joined in with the

online  activity pack and even more chose to

get involved in person following the lifting of

Covid restrictions.

 

Thurrock Yacht Club quite literally flew the

flag for T100 throughout June and July, and

welcomed us to their clubhouse in Grays,

while Essex Wildlife Trust volunteers provided

an insightful tour of Langdon Hills Nature

Reserve, Regency Dance performed a

‘dreaming dance’ in East Tilbury, lots of food

outlets got involved with the Grays taste trail,

as well as East Tilbury Primary School,

Ockendon Children’s Centre, Young Carers

and more benefitted from creative

workshops.
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Beach of Dreams

 

For 2021, T100 partnered with a much larger

creative walking event called Beach of

Dreams, expanding our 'walk, talk, make'

model from Thurrock all the way up the coast

to Lowestoft, leading to new partnerships and

national news coverage.

 

'Tilbury is the Place for Me' finale

 

T100 culminated with an impactful youth

project in Tilbury to develop a new song -

'Tilbury is the Place for Me' - part of Shout Out

Loud, English Heritage's national youth

engagement programme and funded by the

National Lottery Heritage Fund's 'Kick the

Dust' strand.

 

Performed by students from Gateway

Learning Community and Tilbury Youth

Services, the young people were given an

opportunity to develop the song working with

award-winning poet, novelist and  musician

Anthony Joseph,  the saxophonist/ composer

Ruben Fox and the impressive Kinetika Bloco.

The song was inspired by the calypso of the

Windrush generation ‘London is the place for

me’ referencing local history, as well as ideas

from the young people themselves.

We are setting out to create a vision - T100 Dreaming - underpinned by the
themes and values established through T100 Calling in 2020, with the aim of
telling a new story for Thurrock
 

In 2022, we will present this vision to the wider world, producing a Thurrock-
wide Carnival - T100: The Dream - developing the walking, talking and making
model into an unfolding new narrative for Thurrock.                                                         
                                                             

Evaluation Report

 

This report seeks to document the experience

of T100 Dreaming during 2021,

complementing the T100 Calling report for

2020.   Whilst focussing on impact, it also

considers   performance as measured against

the theory of change outlined in 2020.

 

Whilst  quantitative data samples are limited,

extensive documentation offer a rich body of

qualitative results that support a range of

conclusions and recommendations to be made

to inform the final year.



Our Outputs 3

Community Planning
'Tilbury is the

place for me' song
development

June and July walksT100 Flag and
Dream Workshops

Reflection  Total       
  

No. of participants

 

 

No. of audience (in person)

 

 

No. of audience (online)

 

 

No. of volunteer hours

 

 

Performance days

 

 

No. of sessions

(morning, afternoon, evening)

 

 

87

 

 

0

 

 

 

 

 

113

 

 

0

 

 

22

 

240

 

 

(July Festival)
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(July Festival)

 

 

24

 

118

 

 

0

 

 

 

 

 

3

 

 

0

 

 

18

256

 

 

483

 

 

 

 

 

361

 

 

11

 

 

8

20

 

 

0

 

 

0

 

 

40

 

 

0

 

 

1

721

 

 

483

 

 

97,098

 

 

523

 

 

11

 

 

73

Please see appended web and social media reports for detail

+30%

 

 

+911%

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-46%

 

 

-60%

Compared to
2020

We saw far higher levels of

engagement than in 2020,

across fewer, but more in-depth

sessions that attracted more

people                                                   

                                                         



Our Outcomes

Grays

Tilbury

East TilburyStanford-le-Hope

South Ockendon

Purfleet-on-Thames

T100 Dreaming themes and hubs

 

We continued to work with the same activity hubs as

for 2020, including online, to develop deeper

relationships and invite more people to get involved.  A

series of themes that were developed in 2020 were

used to guide conversations in each area.   These are

summarised on the mandala to the right.   As a result,

values were aligned to each place.   These formed the

basis for the 2021 activities and were the starting

point for our dreams in each activity hub.

Online
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Germination (2020)

 

A Natural Resource (2021)

Langdon Hills

Spring Clean (2020)

 

Belonging and Aspiration (2021)

Make Do and Mend (2020)

Tilbury is the Place for Me: Pride of Place

(2021)

In Other People's Shoes (2021)

 

Empathy and Achievement (2021)

Grow Your Own (2020)

 

Sustainable Communities (2021)

Renewal (2020)

 

Thinking Differently (2021)

Imagination Our Nation (2020)

Connectivity (2021)

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view videos for 6 of

the  places  below. 

Alternatively, click the

place names on the right

to view on YouTube.

https://youtu.be/CoFYwgcybos
https://youtu.be/BFixaqHbb9E
https://youtu.be/Y7UU-Nl9a9Y
https://youtu.be/Z2VoKXPMBP4
https://youtu.be/TDJPBtoQuQ4
https://youtu.be/U_2ZEQa9oNg
https://youtu.be/NRQ9blYA7H0
https://youtu.be/W6hevs3mC3Y
https://youtu.be/Tk8SkmFZqa4
https://youtu.be/VssiGqKGhU4
https://youtu.be/o0DTGG_NntA
https://youtu.be/C53AuKzfdTA


Online

Key learning arising from the marketing

report highlighted the complexity of the

themes, making it clearer who the pack was

for, and the need for dedicated

marketing  resource to support the online

sharing of the pack, including using pack

artwork for promotion rather than using

artwork specifically designed for social media.

 

Addressing these issues next time include

being clear regarding the information

hierarchy so that audiences are clear

regarding what they are being asked to do.

Other learning included the need for a clearer

pack name short hand as 'The Dreaming Pack

2021' may not have made sense to those

unfamiliar with T100.   Finally, ensuring

dedicated marketing  resource to facilitate

community  sharing using social media will

help increase impact.

 

In contrast, the 2020 May Mandala pack was

much clearer regarding activities and

outcomes, benefiting from local artist

engagement via the T100 Walking Arts

Facebook page.   However, as we had a larger

and  more varied live artistic programme for

2021, the pack was intended to run alongside

as an complementary alternative for those not

able to attend in a manner that suited them.

 

May Mandalas 2021

 

Interestingly, the May Mandala pack from

2020 remained popular, despite not being

promoted (though was shared with partners

Digital Aims

 

Our online aims for T100 in 2021 were:

 

1.  Encourage Activity Pack downloads and

online sharing

 

2. Share media from festival walks and events

to encourage further engagement

 

3.Raise awareness of T100 Dreaming festival

and promote booking for walks

 

 

1. Activity Pack downloads

 

T100 Dreaming Activity Pack

 

Like the popular May Mandalas activity pack

from 2020, this pack was conceived as a

participation outreach vehicle for the T100

event. It was designed to remind people about

the event, engage with the theme, and give

them a way to take part even whilst staying at

home.

 

The download was hosted on the website, on a

page containing all the programme

information for this year, to which people

were directed from social media.

 

Between June and December 2021, 197

downloads were registered.   As the pack was

not split in different sections as with the May

Mandalas, this likely equates to individual

users.
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Please see appended T100 Dreaming 2021 Marketing Report for more detail

creating mandalas).   There were 1065

downloads and an estimated 276 users in

2020.   In 2021, this was 1,211 and 213

respectively,



Social Media (#T100Dreaming)

 

In 2021, we posted less on social media due to

the  additional resource required to address

the website.   However, despite fewer posts

which in turn decreases reach and

impressions, the average engagement rates

per post increased - suggesting a more

engaged audience.   The headlines are

summarised on the right.

 

A wide range of partners supported the

sharing of content, with the most effective

being an Essex Wildlife Trust share that

reached over 17,000 followers.

 

Estuary Festival

 

The four walks in June were conceived to be

part of the Associated Programme of the

Estuary Festival. This split the festival in two

parts, with main delivery in July. The

attraction was to showcase T100 to a new

audience and since everyone else locally

seemed to be taking part, it appeared

important to be represented.

 

However, due to the pandemic, the Estuary

Festival moved mainly online, and the result

was somewhat lacklustre from a marketing

perspective.   In hindsight, it was not worth

splitting the walk programme for.

 

Online

2. Social Media Engagement

 

T100 website

 

As with 2020, the website was used to host

the most detailed content for the Festival,

with traffic directed here from social media,

press releases, newsletters and the Kinetika

website.   Only in the week before events is

traffic directed to Eventbrite to support the

booking process.

 

However, a change in the website stability due

to the underlying Wordpress template no

longer being updated by the developers meant

many more technical problems that required

considerable time to address.   Whilst we

managed to keep the website going to

complete the season, the ongoing stability and

security  of the website remains in question. 

We had to reduce the number of plug ins,

create a backup staging site, not use a sidebar

for 2021 walks and to take parts of the site

down including the photo gallery and news

pages.  

 

We need to replace the website as soon as we

can as the current set up may not work in

2022.
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Please see appended T100 Dreaming 2021 Marketing Report for more detail



Online

3. T100 Dreaming Festival walks

 

14 walks were listed using Eventbrite.   Of

these, before cancellations:

 

7 were 100% booked or over

3 were over 90% booked

2 were over 75% booked

1 was 60% booked

1 was 44% booked

 

The Ockendon walk was least popular, but the

walk in Langdon Hills which is usually difficult

to get booked was nearly full. The Purfleet-on-

Thames July walk was also unpopular,

although the weather forecast was very bad

for that day.

 

A comparison between places available,

tickets booked, cancellations and attendance

is on the next page. Eventbrite data is

compared with attendance figures provided

by the Project Manager.

 

All walks in July were delivered in partnership

with Beach of Dreams and this represented

additional audience for T100 delivery.

Therefore, Beach of Dreams attendance

figures are also included.

 

This year we learned that it seemed clearer to

deal with walk options (what return route will

you take, do you want to join half-way, do you

want fish & chips?) as questions on the

booking form, rather than create a separate

listing or drop-down option.

 

Lead time for promotion was not optimal in

most cases, especially for the finale for which

the Eventbrite listings got the all-clear to be

created just 12 days before the event. 

However, the risk of pandemic  restrictions

were an external factor than precluded long

term planning.
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Please see appended T100 Dreaming 2021 Marketing Report for more detail



Stanford-le-Hope

Overview

 

Our July walks kicked off with a nature-

filled tour from Stanford-le-hope to visit

the Thameside Nature Discovery Park, a

former landfill site with superb views over

Mucking Flats SSSI and the Thames

Estuary.

 

Alongside tales from the walkers arriving

from day 29 of Beach of Dreams, Essex

Wildlife Trust gave a fascinating talk

about the site over refreshing tea and

cake.

 

Impact

 

In 2020, we reflected on how engagement

impact was disappointing that year.   We

concluded that a combination of Covid

restrictions and limited previous T100

involvement were the reasons.

 

Even so, we had another go in 2021.   We

understand that impact does not always

happen overnight.   It can take several

years of consistent work to build trust

that encourages local  advocates to

champion T100 within their community. 

We have seen this happen so successfully

in Tilbury and Purfleet in particular. 

Therefore, rather than focusing on artistic

output here this year, we spent time

building relationships with local

organisations and planning a walk that we

hoped would be of local interest.   No film

was made but engagement was higher

than 2020.

"Every walk we took part in

had something new to

offer. The world around

you just opens up."

 

Melvin Ndebele, volunteer

This year, we were able to build our

relationship with Essex Wildlife Trust further. 

They actively retweeted a T100 post to their

17,000 followers which was the most popular

Tweet across the Festival.  Continuing to build

relationships such as this will help T100 reach

more people and potentially have greater

impact in the future.

26 attending the July walk

supported by 2 volunteers
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No film was made in 2021 for

Stanford-le-Hope



East Tilbury

Overview

 

In June we enjoyed a guided tour of East

Tilbury’s old Bata estate, exploring the

theme ‘In Other People’s Shoes’. Mike

Ostler shared his expert local knowledge

and helped to plan the route with walk

leaders Winnie and Melvin as well as

Sarah Waterman.

 

The tour visited the old Bata factory site,

hotel and memorial park and walkers

learned about the residential, industrial

and social legacy of Thomas Bata’s

utopian vision from the 1930s. The walk

ended with afternoon tea at another local

treasure, Coalhouse Fort.

 

Local artist Sadie Hasler led themed

workshops during the June walk and

afterwards with Regency Dance School

and East Tilbury Primary School. What

are the aspirations of the local children

for their town, what do they want to

achieve, who are their role models? Sadie

shared some of the insightful answers on

the July walk.

"A year like no other, with

the pandemic hanging over

us it was really proof of a

triumph over adversity"

 

Mike Ostler, volunteer

 

In July, the East Tilbury walk began alongside

Beach of Dreams walkers at Thameside

Nature Discovery Park, a popular bird

watching site with wonderful views of the

lake.

 

The local history tour around ‘Bataville’ was

interesting as ever, especially with all the

dreams about the future shared by Sadie.    It

rained a bit at lunch time, but we think it made

the chips taste better!

 

Impact

 

The experience at East Tilbury had an impact

on those young people who attended the

primary school or prepared their dance -

particularly given the punishing restrictions of

the pandemic.   One observer we spoke to on

the day said their highlight was:

 

"Seeing so many happy children who have had

such a restrictive time over the past 18

months"

 

The heritage of East Tilbury is held dearly by

those who live there, but also has the power to

 

draw others in.   A personal impact was made

on  Tilbury walk leaders Winnie Nyamu and

Melvin Mdebele.   Winnie explained that:  "I

discovered new things, it opened up my eyes

and I haven't stopped going back there".  T100

has helped forge a new connection between

the two places.  This exemplifies how the T100

model - connecting different and  distinct

places within a common theme - can help

connect different people and communities. 

Another person who attended noted that

there were many newcomers there despite

the restrictions, suggesting further progress

engaging new people.   We saw this on other

walks (e.g. Langdon Hills)

 

In 2020, we expressed our aspiration to

develop perspectives 'in each others shoes' to

help build community empathy and a voice. 

We certainly did this amongst the young

people we worked with.   By continuing to do

this in East Tilbury over time we hope to

engage more people - shaping important

development conversations in the area,

including Lower Thames Crossing impact.  

 

We also wish to explore the international

dimension through the global Bata links the

village possesses, maximising future impact.

64 participants across 4 dance

and values workshops, with 22

attending the June walk

supported by 8 volunteers, and

25 attending the July walk

supported by 2 volunteers

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, here.
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https://youtu.be/TDJPBtoQuQ4


Langdon Hills

Overview

 

New inspiration awaited at Langdon Hills

this year with a guided tour of the

Country Park from Bob Rigdon and an

introduction to Essex Wildlife Trust’s

(EWT) SSSI (site of special scientific

interest) and community sensory garden

by Chris Curran.  

 

We were joined by walkers from Beach of

Dreams, having walked over 450 miles at

this point, and Ali Pretty gave a talk about

the significance of the beautiful silk

pennants they were carrying.

 

We arrived at the new EWT visitor centre

to be greeted by John Little from the

Grass Roof Company, who shared his

vision for a more biodiverse, sustainable

future using innovative planting.

 

Colourful wildflower displays in the

visitor centre car park were testament to

his work, and the inspiration continued as

we were guided to the community garden

for a fun dream catcher workshop with

local artist Selena Chandler.

"Walking and talking together is

a hot bed for germinating new

ideas for supporting each other

and to benefit the local

environment"

 

Selena Chandler,

workshop artist

 

Impact

 

We reported a muted impact in 2020 due to

the pandemic affecting numbers and Council

support.   As such, we went back in 2021 with

low expectations. 

 

However during the planning stage walks, we

met Chris Curran - a wonderful volunteer who

inspired us with his amazing community

garden.   Following a conversation about our

2020 mandala work, he then connected us to

the Essex Wildlife Trust's new visitor centre

and the Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

next door, informing our new walk.   Bob

Rigden (Friends of Langdon Hills) and John

Little (Grass Roof Company)  who supported

us last year remained involved.  

 

This experience demonstrated how the

germination of a small idea in 2020 can  grow

into something larger and more connected the

following year.   This highlights the subtle, yet

powerful impact that our walking approach

can have.

 

For the walks themselves, our volunteers

reflected on the success of reaching new 

people with one long serving

supporter saying:

 

"There's a lot more new people, not just the

same old faces all the time.   Particularly at

Langdon Hills, we reached a much wider

audience than we normally do, so that's a

great thing."

 

Finally, in the 2020 reflection sessions,  we

committed to developing the themes further

by working with Land of the Fanns to deliver

an event for 2021 and scope the development

of a promenade performance piece, exploring

the sites and characters who have previously

inhabited the spaces..   The finale 'Tales of the

Fanns' performance  event took place on 6th

June 2021 (see photo below).

 

We did it!

 

 

19 participants at 1

renewal workshop supported by

2 volunteers, with 25 attending

the July walk supported by 7

volunteers

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, click here.
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https://youtu.be/o0DTGG_NntA


South Ockendon

Overview

 

A day full of dreams and positive action,

with a visit to Little Belhus Country Park

to see the insect habitat Renewal

Mandala created in 2020.  

 

It began by hearing from Beach of Dreams

walkers about their personal connections

to the area, before heading over to Little

Belhus Country Park. The insect habitat

mandala is now a celebrated part of this

ex-landfill site, and T100 have helped to

maintain it throughout the year. While

enjoying a close look at the flowers

growing there, Rural Arising’s Alex

outlined their exciting plans for the park.

 

At the Children’s Centre we planted

wildflower seeds in the story-corner

garden and heard dreams for the town

gathered from Thurrock Young Carers

and local parents by artist Rebecca

Brewer. We even recorded our own

dreams for the area on seed paper and

planted them in the garden of the Royal

Oak pub, the final stop for a well-earned

drink

"People are always

surprised by South

Ockendon.  It's not what

they really expect"

 

Lesley Robinson, volunteer

Impact

 

In 2020, we committed to return to our

mandala in 2021.   It was amazing to see the

lasting impact of our work last year when

we  revisited the mandala site in March for

maintenance.   We helped Rural Arisings

volunteers put up a fence to protect the site in

April and then in May showed the young

carers the progress made - they sowed the

seeds with us last year!

 

Seeing how the impact of actions undertaken

last year can improve life today through the

mandala  was a powerful metaphor,

encouraging different thinking about the

future of  where participants live in the artist

led sessions.

 

As with other walks, the collective walking

and talking  journey helps build connections

and understanding.  One participant told us:

 

"Going around the neighbourhoods with

people from there and hearing their personal

accounts about the local history, heritage and

the cultural aspects of that area and bringing

it home to the people that live there. I think

that’s what T100 is all about and we really

need to keep on doing that."

 

Even though the lifting of restrictions allowed

us to do more in person together, we

understood that not everyone was able to do

this.   We had some lovely feedback from two

participants  which highlighted the important

impact that a digital presence has:

 

"We enjoyed making flags from home and

following the walks online. It kept us involved

even though we couldn’t be there."

 

Through the conversations we had in South

Ockendon, the overriding feeling was that of

surprise - there is a lot more to the place than

meets the eye!

 

We look forward to seeing our mandala again

next year!

26 participants across 5

renewal sessions supported by 4

volunteers, with 18 attending

the July walk supported by 4

volunteers

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, here.
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https://youtu.be/W6hevs3mC3Y


Purfleet-on-Thames

Overview

 

In June Jayshree led her first walk,

supported by Saira Niazi of Living London,

providing a glorious personal tour of

Purfleet-on-Thames and Rainham

Marshes. Saira led some ‘dreaming’

activities on the Grow your own theme

where walkers were encouraged to

reflect on what they could see.

 

More people joined for the second part of

the walk as it was intercepted by a

‘Welcome to Purfleet-on-Thames’ talk

from Trevor Batchelor.

 

How to grow a sustainable community

was a fascinating topic of discussion as

the walk made its way to the creative hub

of High House Production Park where the

beautiful flags and films from the

2020  festival were on display.

 

Following the theme, Saira also worked on

collecting community recipes to use

locally grown produce with Zyle from

Heavenly Greens Fruit and Veg.

"[What I liked about T100 were]

unexpected hidden gems and

making friends. Challenging

perspectives of what you

imagine a place to be."

 

Saira Naizi, Living London

 

The recipes reflected the diversity of the local

population and contributed to a sustainable

vision for the town; growing locally,

supporting local businesses and each other.

 

In July we returned for a short stroll around

Purfleet-on-Thames and were joined again by

Beach of Dreams walkers. After visiting the

Heritage and Military Centre and a brief stop

at RSPB Rainham Marshes it was time to head

back to the Beacon to see beautiful flag

installations on the green next to the Thames.

 

The Royal Hotel provided welcome shelter

from the worsening weather, and there Saira

shared the results of her sessions to examine

what a sustainable community in Purfleet-on-

Thames might look like. We couldn’t picnic on

the green due to the weather, but that didn’t

stop us sampling some tasty treats from

community member Bola.

Impact

 

It was a source of immense pride collectively

rewatching the 2020 T100 Calling videos,

realising that we had all made such an impact

last year.   This highlighted how our continued

focus on recipes from Purfleet-on-Thames's

diverse population is an evolution of initial

conversations started years ago - another

lasting impact with local resonance.

 

We were also incredibly proud to have

supported Jayshree Patel as a new walk

leader.  We met her last year when we painted

a flag in 2020.   Even though she was nervous

of the task to begin with, everyone agreed

that being able to experience 'her' Purfleet-

on-Thames was a revelation.   One walker

noted 'There's things I didn't know existed'. 

We look forward to welcoming Jayshree again

next time.

 

Finally, Zyle has since joined the Kinetika

board of trustees, strengthening the

community voice within our governance.

 

We feel well placed to make further positive

impact within Purfleet-on-Thames next year.

 

 

19 participants across 1 Grow Your

Own session supported by 1

volunteer, with 2 attending the June

walk supported by 10 volunteers, and

9 attending the July walk supported

by 7 volunteers

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, here.
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https://youtu.be/VssiGqKGhU4


Grays

Overview

 

In Grays we followed a very popular taste

trail visiting local food outlets to learn

about the proprietors and their cuisine,

from all corners of the globe. After

starting at the Thameside Theatre we

visited the New Delhi restaurant before

trying Laredos Grill, Nagawa’s Japanese,

Tasty African and Lulu’s Cakes.

 

Following our Grays walk last year, local

people told us they wanted a way to link

the high street and the foreshore

together, connecting the community, and

involving more people in the activities. 

We used the taste trail as the basis for

this, to get to know the communities that

work there and to bring people back to

the high street.  Sarah and Lisa, a local and

Kinetika artist, set off on a mission to

create flags with 20 community groups

and businesses to celebrate how they

belong to Grays and to invite them to take

part in a flag parade to Grays beach in

July.

 

In July the walk began alongside Beach of

Dreams walkers in Purfleet-on-Thames,

"Grays was just brilliant, walking

down the street was really fantastic. 

The way that Katie got everyone to

introduce and talk about their flag in

that circle and all those different

groups, there's so much to build on"

 

 

Ali Pretty, Artistic Director

heading to Grays via the mile-long graffiti wall.

On arrival at the Thameside Theatre,

members from the flag-making groups joined

and talked about where in the town they are

based as the tour stopped at places along the

route. We even managed to sample some

tasty treats on the way, as we headed along

the high street to the river.

 

And what a welcome at Grays Beach! Kinetika

Bloco and members of Thurrock Lifestyle

Solutions (TLS) played some of the music they

had created in a workshop that afternoon, and

to the delight of the Beach of Dreams walkers,

Grays Town Band played ‘500 miles’ courtesy

of Hi Ching. In the park, surrounded by the

beautiful new Grays flags, Thameside Theatre

and Riverside Community Big Local, who had

supported the event and flag project, spoke to

everyone about their work and the projects

they support.

 

In keeping with our dreaming theme, all the

community groups shared their dreams for

the future, and we ended the day with a

celebratory Kinetika Bloco & TLS

performance on the foreshore, as Thurrock

Yacht Club members waved Beach of Dreams

pennants from their boats on the river.

 

Impact

 

Following last year's 'Spring Clean' theme and

the tidying of the foreshore, our communities

wanted to do more to link the High Street and

foreshore together, celebrating it as a

community asset.   The July walk really had a

huge impact, with one volunteer commenting

that:  

 

"Kinetika and Beach of Dreams have really

brought Thurrock to life. This is an

organisation that wants to keep people

together and brings communities together."

 

The 20 Grays flags made by the community

represent assets that can be used for future

T100 events in the area - ensuring a locally

owned and striking visual component.

 

The involvement of Hi Ching as a walk leader

helped ensure an even more diverse

and  inclusive day through his local

connections and our joint working with

Thurrock Lifestyle Solutions helped

strengthen our links with the local disabled

community.     We will definitely be working

with both next time!

 

 

83 participants across 13 flag

design and make workshops

supported by 4 volunteers, with

100 attending the July walk

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, here.
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https://youtu.be/CoFYwgcybos


Tilbury

Overview

 

In June we enjoyed a gentle walk around

Tilbury Town and over to Tilbury Fort,

celebrating the community, reflecting on

what used to be and looking towards to

the future.

 

At the end of walk, the historic site of

Tilbury Fort provided a peek at rehearsals

for the new song to be premiered in July,

‘Tilbury is the Place for Me’. The song was

inspired by Lord Kitchener’s 1948

Calypso “London is the Place for Me” sung

upon arrival at Tilbury Docks on the

Empire Windrush.

 

It was created with students from

Gateway Academy and participants from

the local Youth Services, in partnership

with English Heritage, Kinetika Bloco and

award-winning, Trinidad-born musician,

Anthony Joseph. It was supported by

English Heritage's youth engagement

programme Shout Out Loud and funded

by the National Lottery Heritage Fund's

Kick the Dust strand.    earing the

energetic rehearsal in June really set the 

"These are the kinds of things

that really stand out for young

people.... If you feel good about

where you come from, you feel

good about yourself"

 

Shayanna Harris, Kinetika Bloco

 

standard for what to expect in July and we

were not disappointed!

 

On the last day of the festival, a cheerful

group of walkers from Beach of Dreams joined

T100 on our route out of Tilbury towards the

Thames. At Tilbury Fort, old friends and new

gathered to welcome all the walkers as they

arrived together for the last steps of their

respective journeys, walking through

hundreds of Beach of Dreams pennants as

they entered.

 

Giant puppets waved them in at the entrance,

the Tilbury docker and two Windrush

Children, then there were fun workshops in

puppetry, flag movement and crafts as well as

displays about Windrush, Tilbury Riverside

Project and Singing Our Lives.

 

The real highlight was hearing the premiere

performance of ‘Tilbury is the Place for Me’ by

local students and Kinetika Bloco. The song

featured lyrics about how these young people

feel about living in Tilbury and was part of an

incredible project celebrating this rich,

historic, and diverse place. We’re excited to

see how this develops into the future working

with all the partners and participants.

 

Impact

 

As the finale event, Tilbury was in the

spotlight for T100 Dreaming.   This included

online with the top performing  social media

post relating to Tilbury - the committed T100

resident advocates that made this the case in

2020, did so again this year.   Only by working

authentically with residents can the impact be

meaningful.     Likewise, Roberta Fontaine

whom we met last year became a walk leader

this year - also linking T100 with young people

through her work in Youth Services.

 

The overriding emotion felt amongst local

people was pride.  One volunteer told us:

 

"Being reminded about how important where

you live is and appreciating it. I look at Tilbury

differently now and I make sure I take people

there"

 

The performance was incredible, including a

large number of young participants writing

and singing about Tilbury.   This represents

another cultural asset we can use alongside

Tilbury Carnival assets.    Finally,  working

closely with English Heritage to make this

happen helped cement an important strategic

relationship.   Alongside established partners

such as the Port, this provides T100 with a

voice to shape Tilbury's future - an aspiration

articulated in 2020.

378 participants across 29

song prep and performance

sessions, with 13 attending

the June walk supported by 5

volunteers, and 200

attending the Tilbury finale

supported by 14 volunteers

If viewing this report

online via Piktochart, you

can view a video below. 

Alternatively, here.
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https://youtu.be/Y7UU-Nl9a9Y


Our Impact

Theory of Change

 

The previous section sought to highlight the

localised impact that T100 had in the 7 places

we have focussed on.

 

Here, we seek to get a sense of the wider

impact that T100 as a whole has made in Year

2.   We sought to articulate this in a theory of

change, which we put together at the start of

the project.  This included key questions posed

for evaluation (circled in red).   This

is summarised on the left. 

 

Whilst it will not be possible to make a full

assessment until the end of Year 3, we hope

that getting a sense of performance will offer

key learning that helps us make the final year

more successful.

 

Note on data collection

 

With 721 participants across the project and a

73 completed surveys, this represents a

sample of around 10%.   We have found that

online surveys tend to lead to

unrepresentative responses (biased towards

those online with English as a first language)

which is why we have relied more on

qualitative information captured on film or via

specific volunteer feedback sessions.
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Did a wide range of people take part?

 

Gender

 

The available data from the online surveys

indicates that the majority of people taking

part in T100 are female - over 73%.   This was

the same for 2020.   Website online analytics

also suggest a female audience, though this

only accounts for 31% of web users so not

entirely representative.

 

This suggests that we need to consider why

males are less inclined to take part in T100

and how we can develop activities that

overcome obstacles to higher levels of

engagement.

 

Age

 

The available data also suggests a significant

proportion were over the age of 55% - over

64% suggesting a broadly older age profile,

again like 2020.   Even so, there was

engagement from almost all ages - we know

this as we engaged many young people in East

Tilbury and Tilbury, as documented on film. 

This was echoed in web analytics which

suggest in increase in younger users -

particularly 16-24 (though only 28% of web

users so a limited sample)

 

Whilst the available data is extremely limited,

across all data sets there is the suggestion that

there is relatively more involvement amongst

school children and older, retired people.

 

This suggests we should explore how activities

can better reach the 'middle' - busy working

families.  

 

Ethnicity

 

The available survey  data suggests that the

93% were White British.    When compared to

previous T100 activities including Tilbury

Carnival, this seems less diverse than we

would usually expect (typically 80% White;

20% BAME). 

 

However, we know from our direct experience

which was documented on film that the actual

diversity was much higher.   It is clear that

completion of online forms does not lead to

representative samples - white, educated,

older females seem more likely to complete

the form, biasing the results.

 

Disability

 

The available data suggests that the majority

(almost 95%) did not have a disability. 

 

This is lower than the national picture when

benchmarked against the national picture

(20% indicate yes according to the census),

suggesting that further efforts to

accommodate those less able are needed.

 

Did people feel more connected to each

other?

 

We recorded a range of comments from

participants that indicate we were having the

desired impact:

 

"I felt a sense of belonging"

"Nice to see what other groups had been

working on"

"I liked the fact that we were working in

community groups as I felt we reached more

people"

"T100 is a welcome that brings people in."

"Unexpected hidden gems and making

friends."

 

Furthermore, the extent to which T100

advocates from last year helped make

activities happen this year suggests lasting

connections were being made.

 

Did people enjoy the activities?

 

We documented most of the activities on film

(viewable via this report in each of the hub

sections).   The unstaged energy of these films

indicate collective enjoyment.

 

Are people more aware of arts-based models

of social action?

 

We explored our dreams (intentions for future

social actions) through a wider range of arts-

based activities across the hubs than last year. 

This should mean more awareness of the

diversity of approaches.

 

Did people make pledges regarding positive

change?

 

We did see consistent support from a wide

range of key T100 advocates to make so many

of our 2020 pledges happen in 2021.

 

It will be interesting to continue exploring this

question in Year  3 and see whether growing

ownership of T100 and familiarity will

increase the changes made over time.

 

Did people generate new ideas for future

T100 festivals?

 

The 2021 Festival  was designed as a direct

result of the collective conversations and

reflective sessions held with partner

organisation, volunteers and participants and

built on the work in the previous year.

 

Audiences in each place linked the previous

theme to a value they felt was important in

their area and participated in 'dreaming'

workshops to creatively reimagine the future

of the town in relation to them. The T100

dreaming festival resulted in various

colourful, vibrant, artistic displays using a

variety of art forms to share the dreams of the

different communities with audiences in

preparation for a larger celebratory event in

2022 - T100 The Dream.

 

The overwhelming feedback from this festival

was the joy of coming together to celebrate,

making use of Thurrock’s assets, and the

demand from audiences to involve more

people next year.   We have an incredible

opportunity to showcase our Dream on the

Mall, London  within the framework of the

Platinum Jubilee.

 

These have informed the next steps outlined

in the 'Our Next Steps' section.



Our Learning

Our experience planning and delivering the

project, survey responses, marketing

report,  and evaluation sessions with artists,

volunteers and  organisations yielded the

following key lessons to be taken into account

for next time.

 

1. Activity Pack engagement:   Our

marketing  review indicated that the multiple

themes and layers could have been articulated

more simply and there was limited central

resource to facilitate online discussion.   This

meant that online sharing of responses did not

happen like last year where it was a real

success.  Next time, we will need to think more

carefully about how we keep things simple

from an audience perspective, whilst also

allocating resource to encourage participants

to share content online. 

 

2. Website:  The extensive time spent keeping

this running in 2021 indicates that a new

website is now urgent.  This could be linked to

the evolution of T100 as an independent

organisation, though does need attention for

Year 3.

 

3. Data Collection:   We have found that

quantitative  data  collection through surveys

does not lead to representative samples. 

There are sections of our community that do

not respond to surveys, either through choice

or barriers such as language. We have learned

that emphasising the photo and film

documentation helps us record and

demonstrate our impact far more effectively

than more traditional data collection

methods.  We intend to continue doing this for

Year 3, whilst treating survey data cautiously.

4. Walks:   We did really well to create walks

that felt new in well-trodden places. They

were interesting and shared more personal

narratives, but feedback indicated  that we

need to revisit other areas of Thurrock

beyond the 7 hubs.  Whilst we found ways to

include people who couldn’t join us in person

with social media, FB groups, website updates

and a making pack, we can still do more.  It was

suggested that when planning the route we

identify the key moments of sharing and

record them to post online so people don’t

miss out (aligning with learning point 1).

 

We also learned that splitting the walk

programme to accommodate the Estuary

Festival Associated Programme stretched our

capacity whilst not having the impact

intended, suggesting that we revert back to

the July focus for Year 3. 

 

5. Artistic Activity:    There was some great

artistic activity carried out between March

and July with lots of workshops taking place in

various areas of Thurrock.  During the festival

weeks we created dream catchers in Langdon

Hills; young people shared their dreams in

Ockendon and East Tilbury; recipes and a

vision for the future in the form of a town map

was generated in Purfleet-on-Thames;

beautiful flags of belonging were paraded in

Grays, and in Tilbury we heard the Tilbury is

the Place for me song, that was heightened

with finale performances from Smoking

Apples puppetry, Kinetika Bloco and Tilbury’s

young people.

 

However it lacked the consistency of T100

Calling and the clear visual imagery of the

mandalas which not only looked visually

 

striking but highlighted the theme in each

area whilst creating a tangible narrative

thread running across all the sites.

 

6.   Community connections:  We did well in

spite of the pandemic to build on the

connections from T100 Calling, making new

partnerships with local organisations and

community groups this year. We also

welcomed many new faces through

participation with the workshops and at walks

and engaged 10 new volunteers. We also

worked with more local artists this year.

 

However, there is still more to do. We want to

involve more people and believe by starting to

plan earlier, having a united vision across all

sites so the messaging is clearer and working

with more local groups we can achieve this.

 

7. Strategic connections: We have yet to start

transitioning T100 into an independent

organisation, however this has been due to

involvement in a wide range of strategic

opportunities.   We have learned that T100

enables and encourages a widening range of

important strategic connections that offer

influence and access.   For example, our link

with Essex Wildlife Trust worked wonders for

our online reach.

 

During Year 2, after providing active

development support  we learned that

Thurrock has successfully secured £1M  Arts

Council England investment for a Creative

People and Place (CPP) - to empower

residents to lead cultural commissioning.  This

is such a crucial opportunity with highly

relevant links with T100. 

As such, we wish to explore the transition of

T100 into an independent organisation in the

context of this CPP.

 

8. Covid Impact on Engagement:   Whilst we

were able to do far more this year with lifting

of most restrictions, we still had to manage

numbers.   Whilst we had far higher numbers

than in 2020, we do believe we could have

higher numbers engaged, particularly at the

Tilbury finale.
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Our Next Steps

Kinetika will be  involved in the Platinum

Jubilee Pageant in June 2022. 

 

This will feature  over 5,000 people from

across the United Kingdom and the

Commonwealth and will take place against the

backdrop of Buckingham Palace and the

surrounding streets. It will combine street

arts, theatre, music, circus, carnival and

costume and celebrate the service of Her

Majesty’s reign, as well as honouring the

collective service of people and communities

across the country.

 

The opportunity to showcase T100 and the

Dreams of Thurrock on such a stage will

represent a once in a lifetime experience for

our communities.  

 

Due to the themes of the Jubilee Pageant, our

volunteers agreed that it aligns with the vision

for T100 of celebrating Thurrock and

championing its communities. It also follows

the three year plan that was established in

2020 of 2022 being T100: The Dream.

 

From the themes and values established in

Years 1 and 2, we will now focus on how those

values are attributes of the  key workers in

Thurrock that did so much for us all.   This

opportunity will allow us to plan workshops

and walks in each area that linked to different

key workers, their values and enable our

wider communities to express our gratitude to

them.

1819

The 2022 T100 Festival: The Dream, will work

in parallel with the Platinum Jubilee Pageant. 

We will draw on the success of previous T100

festivals by  revisiting the highlights of each

year and the people we have met along the

way - our T100 People (working title for the

2022 Festival)

 

Building on the themes and values established

over the last two years, we will collect stories

of local inspirational key workers to inform

the designs, characters and movement section

that will process on The Mall and who will

represent the wider Thurrock community.

 

A collection of T100 People will be showcased

and celebrated as part of ‘The Thank You

Dance!', honouring key workers in a

celebratory intergenerational performance

section  for the Platinum Jubilee Pageant in

June.

 

Through T100 and working with Thurrock

partners, we plan to involve more people by

bringing our finale section back to Thurrock

for the T100 festival in July.   In each of our

7  hubs, we will  showcase the dreams of each

place through the art form of Carnival where a

central place-based created character will

lead the audience to each Thurrock site;

culminating in a finale where all dreams,

characters and community hubs come

together to share a collective narrative and

the ‘T100 Dream’ will be realised.

 

We cannot wait to realise our dreams!



This report was prepared by Scott Sullivan

 

email: scott@sbsa.co.uk

mob: 07732 596857


